The biggest factor in the performance of this probe is the value chosen for the series resistor (Figure 1 . Rl). With the circuit inductance dictated by the physical enough to achieve the rise and fall times desirdd.
The optical probe was fabricated from a damaged Tektronix P6139A probe and modified to accept a fiber optic transmitter and a current limiting resistor (Figure 2 Figure 2 a Tek, P6139A probe, development of a fiber optic oscilloicope probe was necessary to provide a way to convcnienlly monitnr any gate pulse without hardwiring an optical transmitter into the circuit.
II. DESIGN
This probe was designed specifically for looking at the vulwge waveform of the garc of a MOSFET. Wtth the complete understanding of ils design m d limiwlions. 81 could bc uwd lor other purposes ( Figure I ).
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Use silver epoxy to make contact from anode to resistor and resistor to probe lead. The epoxy can also be used to secure part #2 to part #4. Make sure to maintain contact between part #3 and the transmitter body while assembling. 13) After epoxy dries thread part #3 and Part # I together. insert part #4 into part #S, attach strain relief. The key in the lahrication IS to keep the Inductance as low as possible. By modifying an old probe you can take advantage of low inductance hardware. use the llexibiliry already designed into the old prohe. and save the c m t 01 custom machining.
IV.
LIMITATIONS
This probe has tlic lollou~ing limitations and lor ~Iicsc reasnns may not hc ruiuhle lor use i n 211 app1ic:iticlns.
A. Pulse Width
The Fiber Optic Transmitter ( Figure I . LEDl) rcquircs a forward bias to turn it n n This will cause a prop;ig:itiiin delay for the rise tinic. Likcwisc. during tlic liill t i n i c once the signal l a l l s hclow t h i s threshold the signal will turn o l l . The total pulse u,idth measured hy this prohe will he less then tlic actual pulse width hcing rncawrcd.
conductor. Silver (conductive) epoxy will be used later.
B. Amplitude
The amplitude of the measured pulse is a measurement of optical power (pW). This optical power is the result of many factors. Bends in the optical fiber, coupling at connections, and most important the amount of current flowing through the transmitter. Variations in these factors make the probe difficult to calibrate to a specific pwlvolt, but still allow for M accurate measurement of the waveshape.
C. C u r r e n t D r a w This probe is not a high impedance probe. Current must pass through the transmitter in order for it to work. ?his probe will draw current from and affect the circuit being monitored.
D. Nonlinearity
The transmitter selected for this probe maintains linearity at higher currenls but lacks it at lower levels :@re 7.) ~m d k ---k e I h ? . 
E. Sensitivity to DC Masurement
This probe works by drawing current from the circuit being tested. On a DC rail the probe will provide a path for continuous current to ground. This will work as a probe but precautions need to be taken to insure that the maximum power ratings for both the transmitter and the series resistor are not exceeded. The forward bias voltage of the transmitter-should also be taken into account when attempting to measure a DC rail.
F. No Negative Measurement Capabilities
, The transmitter is a diode and only allows current to pass in the forward direction. Figure I I. 
V. PERFORMANCE
This probe, in some applications, has limitations when compared with probes currently available in the industry. However. for the application it was designed it performs very well. This probe is designed to observe a 15V. ZOA, gate pulse on a MOSFET switching 600-700 volts. The test circuit for Figures 8-10 consisls of a pulse generator or arbitrary waveform generator connected directly to an oscilloscope. The signal is directly coupled by coaxial cable into Ch2 and internally terminated into 5OQ. A tee is installed at the oscilloscooe and Serves as a monitor Ch2: Tek. P6139A probe, 5V/div. Ch4: Fiber Optic probe, 34.6pwldiv.
15V. 7011s. Gate pulse. 40nsldiv.
By monitoring this gate pulse with the Fiber Optic probe it is much easier to determine how long and when the MOSFET was commanded to switch.
VI. SUMMARY
A fiber optic probe can be fabricated to monitor low voltage signals in a bigb voltage environment. With proper component selection a fiber optic probe will produce useful measurements not easily obtainable by other probes. Consideration should be given to the waveforms to be monitored while in the early stages of the probes design.
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